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A. Reading

What do you know about chess?  What do chessmen do?  How do they move? What
does the  word ‘checkmate’ mean?  To find answers for these questions and to know some
interesting things about chess, let us read and understand this essay.

I. First of all, read all the section headings.  They tell you what you will find in

each section. Answer the following questions with the help of section  headings.

1. If you want to know the uses of the game, which section will you read?

2. In which section do you find Viswanathan Anand?

3. In which section do you find answer to the question ‘Can a pawn move two squares?’

4. Where do you find information about chess organizations?

opening bishop - pawn - defence - knight - grandmaster - rook - king - rapid chess -

queen - chessmen - draw - sacrifice - move - whites - blacks - square

  checkmate

rook

Read the following :

Which game or sport do you like?  Of all the games, don’t you think chess is very
special?  For example, it is one of the games that needs a lot of mental activity and almost
no physical activity.  Can you say a few more differences?  What words come to your mind
when you think of chess? Write them in the bubbles. Use the words in the box.
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II. Read quickly and answer the following questions:

1. Is chess played only in a few countries or all over the world?

2. Who invented chess?

3. Is chess an expensive game?

4. Can the chessmen move in  any way they like?

5. What is the national body for chess?

6. Do we have good chess players in India? Name a few.

III. Now read the essay paying special attention to the words in bold print.

Guess their meanings and check them with the glossary.

The Wonderful World of Chess

Introduction

Kingdoms have vanished.

Kings have gone. But one game

they played remained with us;

and probably remains with us

forever: CHESS.  It has won the

hearts of Indians, Egyptians,

Persians, Chinese, Japanese and

every thinking animal  on earth.

What is it that made it so dear to

our hearts?  Different people

give different reasons.

Mr.Krishna Rao, an

Industrialist, says  “Even if you

are a pauper, it  makes you a

king and gives you an army,

knights, chariots (rooks), and a

beautiful queen too.” Mr. Varma,

a businessman says “I take time

to play chess because it

refreshes my brain and helps me do my business better.”  Mr. Chinni Krishna, an engineering

student, says “I like the feeling of commanding an army at war.   At will, I can order a knight

to penetrate the enemy’s forces and surprise the opponent.  I can attack, defend or

sometimes sacrifice a piece as a part of my winning strategy.” Come, let us explore this

wonderful world of chess.




































